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In 2021, approximately 3500 exploration licences were granted across Australia.
This figure is up by over 1300 from the previous year with the volume of
tenements granted particularly strong in Western Australia (WA), New South
Wales (NSW) and the Northern Territory (NT).

Total exploration licences were up by 60% in 2021, with the highest growth in NT,
followed by NSW and Tasmania (TAS). South Australia (SA) is the only market
that appears to be shrinking with exploration tenements granted down by 15%.

Governments in all jurisdictions are advocating the “Use it or Lose it” principle
with exploration licences having an average tenure of up to 7 years. It will be
interesting to see how this number changes as new policies take effect.

In 2022 and 2023, a significant number of exploration licences will expire,
particularly in WA, Queensland (QLD), NT and NSW.

Over 50% of TAS’s exploration licences will expire in 2022 and 2023, followed by
37% of SA’s exploration licences, 36% of NSW’s exploration licences, and 27% of
WA’s exploration licences.

In 2021, in NSW 92% of licences have been decided upon with only 8% of
applications still pending a decision, making NSW a strong contender for
investment with a faster security of tenure.

Note: This analysis is based on publicly available data. While every care has been
taken to ensure the accuracy of the information presented, Hetherington assumes
no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions.
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Choose a Tenement Manager with offices in the major states to ensure you are able to snap up opportunities.
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RECENT POLICY CHANGES
AND REPORTING GUIDELINES
SOUTH AUSTRALIA NEW EXPLORATION LICENCE EXPENDITURE POLICY
In correlation with the changes to the Mining Act 1971
(SA) applicable from 1 January 2021, the Department
for Energy and Mining (SA) has also updated the way
in which expenditure commitments for Exploration
Licences are determined and assessed.

work done towards the acquisition of new data within
the Exploration Licence, working on analysis and data
modelling of the data acquired in the prior year and
also any on-ground work completed including land
holder negotiations and consultation.

The Department for Energy and Mining released
their renewal policy for Exploration Licences which
are to apply to all Exploration Licences granted after
1 January 2021 and any Exploration Licences being
brought under the amended Mining Act from 1 January
2021.

Where less than 60% of expenditure has been on
new data acquisition/on-ground work over a 2-year
expenditure return period (excluding years 1 and 2 of
an exploration licence), an area reduction of 10% will
generally be required. For repeated noncompliance
with the expenditure policy, the 3-tiered penalty
scheme will apply.

Key Takeaways:

▶
▶
▶
▶

No area reduction conditions to be noted within the
licence instrument for tenements granted after
1 January 2021.
Expenditure commitment of an Exploration Licence
is now based on the term that the Exploration
Licence is in and the area of the Licence.
Area reduction penalties applicable dependent
on level of offence for not meeting expenditure
commitment.
Required to spend 60% of expenditure commitment
on new data acquisition or on groundwork (except
for year 1 and 2 of the licence term).

Summary of the New Expenditure Policy
The new expenditure required for an Exploration
Licence is dependent on the age of the Licence. The
below table provides calculation rates for exploration
expenditure required based on the term the
Exploration Licence is currently in. New Exploration
Licences’ granted under the Mining Act 1971 (in
force from 1 January 2021) will no longer have an
expenditure and reduction requirement as part of the
conditions of title as previously done. All expenditures
and reductions will be administered based on the
below expenditure policy going forward .Further,
at least 60% of expenditure must be on new data
acquisition/on-groundwork. This includes any

LEVEL

AREA REDUCTION IMPOSED

1

25%

2

50%

3

Recommendation to cancel licence.

For Amalgamated Expenditure Arrangements
(AEA), the expenditure requirements using the new
expenditure policy for each Exploration Licence is
amalgamated together to come to a total combined
value that must be met over the AEA term. Under
the new AEA framework, there are no longer any
mandatory reduction requirements, however, the
normal Exploration Licence are reductions pursuant
to the Mining Act at renewal apply to each single
Exploration Licence within the AEA.
If any assistance is required to you to transition your
expenditure commitments to the new expenditure
policy figures or if you want to transition an existing
AEA to the new framework, please do not hesitate to
reach out to us.

The Department for Energy and Mining’s
full Expenditure Policy can be found here.

LEVEL

CURRENT TERM OF EL

REQUIRED SPEND PER ANNUM*

MINIMUM

1

Term between 1-2 years

$50 per km²

$20,000 p.a

2

Term between 3-6 years

$100 per km²

$30,000 p.a

3

Term between 7-18 years

$150 per km²

$40,000 p.a
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NSW UPCOMING CHANGES TO RENEWAL POLICIES
Key Takeaways
The Department of Regional NSW (the Department)
– Division of Mining Exploration and Geoscience has
set a goal to significantly grow investment in mining
and exploration in New South Wales (NSW). In line
with this overarching objective, the Department has
delivered a draft Exploration Package, including
revised Exploration Licence and Assessment Lease
renewal policies and security deposit reforms.
Specifically, the proposed policies concerning the
renewal of prospecting titles in NSW has been drafted
in efforts to set firm and quantifiable expectations
and objectives for holders of exploration titles and the
renewal of their titles.

Key Facts
Exploration Licences:
Section 114A of the Mining Act 1992 (NSW) provides
that the area of land over which an Exploration
Licence may be renewed is not to exceed half of the
area over which the licence was in force when the
application for renewal was made. Notwithstanding
this, the decision maker may be granted discretion to
renew a licence over more than half of the area where
specific circumstances justify the decision.
Under these amendments to the renewal policy, failure
to meet the mandatory renewal criteria outlined
within this policy may be used as a basis for refusal
of a renewal application. The general renewal criteria
stipulates that the relevant decision-maker may renew
an Exploration Licence for a term of up to six years
provided the following is met:
1. The explorer has completed their approved work
program over the previous term of the Exploration
Licence;
2. The explorer meets the minimum standards with
respect to their proposed work program for the
proceeding term and their technical and financial
capability to carry out the proposed work program
for the term being applied for; and
3. The explorer nominates the area subject to the
exploration licence proposed for relinquishment.
The policy aims to clarify and adequately define
criteria which constitute ‘extenuating circumstances’
which may be used as justification for not meeting the
general renewal criteria above. These include:

▶
▶

Native Title Procedural Requirements;

▶

Unforeseen events (force majeure);

Protracted and Complex Land Access negotiations
(undergoing the arbitration framework);
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▶

The Exploration Licence in question forms part of a
‘project’; and/or

▶

Commercial arrangements.

Assessment Leases:

▶

Assessment Lease holders must have completed
their work program to justify a renewal, unless
‘extenuating circumstances’ exist.

▶

The Department must be satisfied that commercial
factors preventing progression to a Mining Lease
still exist and it is expected that the mining will
become commercially viable in the proposed term.

▶

‘Extenuating circumstances’ generally involve
factors outside the title holder’s control, such as
land access difficulties and force majeure. Evidence
of the event should support the renewal application.

Key Impacts
The proposed policy will have implications for existing
titleholders maintaining their tenement footprint long
term in NSW, as the overview seeks to encourage
efficient exploration and assessment of mineral
resources in the state through the enforcement of the
Minimum Standards for Mineral Exploration, which
came into force on 1 January 2021.
All Exploration Licences and Assessment Leases
in NSW are granted with a standard condition that
the operations and any other activities described in
the approved work program be fulfilled. That is, the
Exploration Licence or Assessment Lease holder must
complete their approved work program over the term
of the licence or lease. The Department considers
meeting the success criteria of the nominated
exploration stages in an approved work program as
fulfilment of this standard condition.
In light of the proposed changes, it will be necessary
for existing titleholders to fulfil their obligations within
their approved Prospecting Authority Work Program
to adequately demonstrate effective exploration has
occurred across the entire licence area, should the
titleholder wish to submit that special circumstances
exist in relation to the renewal of their tenure.
Should the policy be enacted stringently, it is likely
that turnover of ground in NSW will be far more
regular. As such, it provides opportunity for application
of ground in areas of interest. With the removal of
Group 1 Mineral Allocation Areas in 2021, this will
mean applications will be assessed on a first come,
first serve basis. Monitoring of ground of interest
will be imperative to ensure any application over a
prospective target area is lodged before competitors.
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CHANGE IN CONTROL REFORM OF STANDARD LICENCE CONDITION
Key Takeaways

Reform of ‘Change in Control’ Condition

In line with the Department of Regional NSW – Mining
Exploration and Geoscience’s (“MEG”) objective to
develop New South Wales into Australia’s premier
state for exploration and mining investment, a number
of key reforms to the standard licence conditions
of Exploration Licences and Assessment Leases
have been proposed and implemented to eliminate
procedural and administrative burdens on licence
holders.

Prior to the recent reform, holders of Exploration
Licences and Assessment Leases (if a corporation or a
trust) were required obtain written approval from the
Minister prior to any changes in the holder’s effective
control or foreign acquisition of substantial control, as
defined above.

Of note, the recent amendment to the standard
‘change in effective control’ condition for
Exploration Licences and Assessment Leases marks
an acknowledgement of the practical realities of
commercial transactions by streamlining the change in
control approval process.

Key Facts
‘Change in Effective Control’ and ‘Foreign Acquisition
of Substantial Control’
The definitions of these terms are contained in the
licence document for Exploration Licences and
Assessment Leases, such as the Instrument of Grant or
Transfer.
‘Change in effective control of the licence holder’
is defined as any occurrence which results in any
person that is not a related body corporate of the
licence holder:

As of 31 January 2022, the Minister’s prior written
approval is no longer required. Where there has been
a change in effective control or foreign acquisition of
substantial control, the new standard condition simply
requires that the Secretary be notified within 30 days
of the occurrence.
The Secretary is not required to be notified where
the change in effective control or foreign acquisition
of substantial control has occurred as a result of the
acquisition of shares or other securities on a registered
stock exchange.
Further, MEG has amended the 15% threshold in the
definition of ‘Foreign acquisition of substantial control’
to 20% for the purposes of aligning the definition with
that used in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).

Key Impacts
Amendment of the former ‘Change in Control’
condition will be implemented:

▶

On grant, renewal or transfer of an Exploration
Licence or Assessment Lease;

▶

Having capacity to appoint or control more than
50% of the number of directors;

▶

▶

Automatically on receipt of an application for the
Minister’s approval for change in control; or

being entitled to exercise (directly or indirectly)
more than 50% of the votes cast at any general
meeting; or

▶

At the request of the licence holder.

▶

holding more than 50% of the issued share capital.

‘Foreign acquisition of substantial control in the licence
holder’ is defined as any occurrence which results in
a foreign party that is not a related body corporate of
the licence holder:

▶

Having the capacity to appoint or control 15% or
more of the number of directors;

▶

Being entitled to exercise (directly or indirectly) 15%
or more of the votes cast at any general meeting; or

▶

Holding interests in 15% or more of the issued share
capital.
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While the reform reduces significant administrative
burdens on licence holders in the event of a change
in control, MEG has stated that this does entail a
reduction in their monitoring and assessment of these
transactions in determining whether an entity is ‘fit
and proper’.
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REHABILITATION REFORMS CHECKLIST

HOW TO TOOLS

What are the Rehabilitation Reforms?

What do I need to do and when?

▶

The Mining Amendment (Standard Conditions of
Mining Leases – Rehabilitation) Regulation 2021
(NSW) commenced on Friday, 2 July 2021 signalling
the commencement of the new standards for
mining rehabilitation (the “Rehabilitation Reforms”).

▶

▶

The Rehabilitation Reforms replace and standardise
the standard conditions of Mining Leases relating to
rehabilitation.

Unless otherwise approved by the Department,
holders of existing Mining Leases will need
to prepare Rehabilitation Management Plans,
Rehabilitation Outcome Documents (excluding the
Rehabilitation Completion Criteria Statement) and
Forward Programs in accordance with the Form and
Way documents within 30 days of 2 July 2022.

▶

Title holders of multiple Mining Leases comprising
a single mine should submit and have approved any
application to group the above obligations relating
to those Mining Leases well before the above due
date.

▶

Unless otherwise approved by the Department,
approval to group the obligations of Mining Leases
comprising a single mine will be required even
where those Mining Leases are comprised in a single
group under the current Mining Operations Plan and
Rehabilitation Report.

▶

Lodgement of the first Annual Rehabilitation
Report, resubmission of the Forward Program and
submission of the related Rehabilitation Completion
Criteria Statement will then be required within 60
days of the reporting period or other date approved
by the Department.

▶

In addition, titleholders will need to ensure that
any Rehabilitation Management Plan, Forward
Program and Annual Rehabilitation Report prepared
in accordance with the Rehabilitation Reforms are
made publicly available and updated contact details
are given to the Department.

▶

For many Mining Leases, the operational
requirements of the Rehabilitation Reforms are due
to commence from 2 July this year.

What are the key changes?

▶

In replacing the Standard Conditions of Mining
Leases, the Rehabilitation Reforms have removed
the requirement to submit a Mining Operations Plan.

▶

In lieu of the Mining Operations Plan, the
Rehabilitation Reforms have implemented a number
of regular obligations including Rehabilitation
Management Plans, Rehabilitation Outcomes
Documents and Forward Programs.

▶

Title holders will also need to submit Annual
Rehabilitation Reports, detailing progress against
the Forward Program.

▶

Each of the new obligations introduced by the
Rehabilitation Reforms have dedicated guidelines,
or Form and Way documents, detailing the required
content and means of submission.

▶

Generally, the new obligations mandated under the
Rehabilitation Reforms will need to be submitted
online via the Department’s Mine Operator Portal
using the prescribed forms.
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SYDNEY
Level 8, Suite 802,
15 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

PERTH
Level 19, Suite 4,
44 Georges Terrace
Perth WA 6000

T: +61 2 9967 4844
F: +61 2 9967 4614
E: sydney@hemts.com.au

T: +61 8 9228 9977
F: +61 8 9328 3710
E: perth@hemts.com.au
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